Welcome to the

BRIDGEWATER
PHOTOGRAPHIC
SOCIETY

www.bridgewaterphotoclub.ca

AGENDA
 Review of Club Activities
• Presentations
• Workshops
• Field Trips
• Show and Share
• Competitions

 Photography Basics

Presentations 2013/14
 Sept. 10: Colin Campbell, China
 Sept. 24: Wally Hayes, Evaluating Photographs;







Creating Sight and Sound Essays
Oct. 8: John Burnett, Floral Photography
Oct. 22: George Mitchell, Insect Macro Photography
Nov. 12: Sara Harley, Photographer of the Year,
2012/13
Nov. 26: Trevor Awalt, Night Photography;
Charlene Morton: Miksang Photography
Jan. 14: John Webb, Hawaii – A Living Volcano;
Nancy Johnston, Hawaii

Presentations 2013/14
 Jan. 28: John Burnett, Photo Editing – The Next Steps
 Feb. 11: Gilbert Van Ryckevorsel, Underwater Photogr.
 Feb. 25: Teresa Alexander-Arab, Creative Photography
 Mar. 11: Peter Stuempel, Costa Rica;

John Croft, 30 Favourites
 Mar. 25: Doris Eagles, 30 Favourites;
Richard Novossitzeff, Panoramas
 Apr. 8: Barry Burgess, Waterfalls of Nova Scotia
 Apr. 22: Keith Michael Cossey, Dropology – Liquid Art
Photography

Workshops 2013/14
 Hands-on/member participation

 October 8: Floral Photography
 October 22: Photo Evaluations

(Teresa Alexander-Arab)

Field Trips 2013/14
 Sept. 21: Hirtles Beach, Gaff Point, Lunch in Lunenburg
 Oct. 19: Victoria Park, Truro
 Nov. 30: Liverpool and area
 Dec. 14: Mahone Bay/Lunenburg (late afternoon/evening)

 Jan. 25: Shearwater Aerial Museum
 Feb. 22: Lunenburg Interior Photography
 Mar. 22: Petite Riviere, LaHave

 Apr. 26: Pubnico and area
 May 31: Ross Farm

Show and Share 2013/14
 Sept. 10: Summer Photo Challenge
 Oct. 8: Hirtles Beach/Gaff Point Field Trip

 Oct. 22: Floral Workshop
 Nov. 12: Truro Field Trip
 Jan. 14: Liverpool Field Trip

 Jan. 28: Mahone Bay/Lunenburg Field Trip
 Feb. 11: Shearwater Aerial Museum Field Trip
 Mar. 11: Lunenburg Interior Locations Field Trip
 Apr. 8: Petite Riviere, LaHave Field Trip
 May 13: Pubnico Field Trip;

One Location, Four Seasons Challenge

Competitions
 A great way to participate, share your images, and get

some feedback from judges and others
 Submissions are digital projected images (jpeg format)
and/or prints in various categories
• Projected images must have a maximum resolution of

1024 pixels wide x 768 pixels high
• Special filename requirements
• Prints should be at least 8 x 10” and no larger than 16 x 20”
including any matting

 Special Essay Competitions (projected)
• Silent Essay (up to 12 images)
• Sight and Sound Essay (up to 10 minutes long)

Competitions
 You don’t need a fancy

camera to produce
competition images!

Taken with a 2-megapixel
point and shoot camera.

Competitions
 Regular Competitions:
• Three judges (guests or members) score each image.
• Presentation of images to judges is anonymous.

• Images are scored from 2 to 5 by each judge
• Images scoring total of 12 or above are given an Honour Award

and are announced (certificate later)

 Essay Competitions:
• Scored by separate, special criteria
• Winners announced at year-end banquet

 Yearly Competition Awards:
• Points accumulated during the year
• Trophies and certificates at year-end

Competitions 2013/14
 Nov. 12: Nature (3 digital, 1 print)
 Nov. 26: Travel, Urban (1 digital, 1 print each category)
 Jan. 14: Scavenger Hunt (TBD, digital)
 Jan 28: Floral (3 digital, 1 print)
 Feb 11: Silent Essay (up to 12 images)

 Feb. 25: Portrait, Human Interest/Photojournalism
(1 digital, 1 print each category)

 Mar. 11: Creative, Humour (2 digital each category)

 Mar. 25: Treasure Hunt (TBD, digital)
 Apr. 8: Sight and Sound Essay (up to 10 minutes)
 Apr. 22: New Members Competition (6 digital)

Participation
 Remember – the B.P.S. is entirely run

by member volunteers!
 Other ways to participate:
• Provide the refreshments for a meeting
• Car pool for field trips
• Participate on, or make suggestions to

committees (program, field trips, competitions
& scoring, refreshments)
• Organize a presentation or workshop

Photography Basics
A Few Words About Camera Equipment
 Generally, equipment is less important than technique.
• Most entry-level DSLR’s and advanced P&S cameras work well

for the majority of photographic tasks.

 There is nothing wrong with “automatic”, BUT...
• In challenging situations, your “auto” camera may expose

incorrectly, or focus incorrectly, or otherwise fail to perform.
• Having the ability to override the camera’s “auto” settings and
knowing when and how to do this will dramatically improve
your chances of getting a good picture.

 With digital photography, post (shot) processing is an

integral part of getting the image you want.

Photography Basics
Making Good Pictures
 Opportunity
 Visualization
 Composition

 Exposure
 Post-shot Processing

Opportunity
 The best camera is the one you have with you
 Be prepared to stop, look, and take a picture
• Start with auto/preset settings and practise quick
shooting for “fleeting” opportunities

 Turn around and look behind you
 A digital image only costs your time
• Don’t be concerned about having lots of discards or
also-rans
• Consider “bracketing” exposures, depth-of-field, etc.

Opportunity
 Observe and learn about light
• Early morning and late afternoon light is often more interesting

• On overcast days, take advantage of softer light
• Weather transitions can yield very interesting light
• Learn to use window light and/or artificial light

 Know when
• What’s the weather forecast? When is sunrise or sunset, high

or low tide, full moon? What’s the autumn colour report?

 Plan
• Return to good locations in different light/season
• Watch for notifications of events

Visualization
 The creative art of “seeing” the photograph

in your mind’s eye before taking the picture
• Observing and choosing what elements to include from the

scene around you
• Using the craft of photography to capture and create the image
you want

 Visualization improves with experience

and practice
• Review and analyze your own images, and images from others

(master photographers and iconic images)
• Practise with minimal equipment
• Slow down... Think.

Composition
 The perspective of the viewer
 Selection of subject elements to include

within the frame
 Placement of the subject elements within
the frame
 Relationship of main subject(s) to each
other and to the background
 Not only subjects, but colours and tones can
be used in composition

Composition
 Orientation (portrait/landscape) and aspect

ratio of the picture play a role (square, 4:3,
3:2, 16:9, panoramic)
 Composition leads the eye of the viewer
(can tell a story)
 Can be pleasing/serene, or dramatic,
mysterious, or even tension-filled (on purpose!)
 Good composition enhances an image. Bad
composition can degrade it.

Composition 101
 The rule of thirds is a “safe bet” for an

esthetically pleasing composition

Composition 101
 The rule of thirds is a “safe bet” for an

esthetically pleasing composition
 Centrally-placed
subjects can be used
to emphasize power,
drama or symmetry,
but, when used
without purpose,
the composition
may look boring or amateurish

Composition 101
 Lines, real and implied, can lead the

viewer’s eye through the picture

Composition 101
 Lines, real and implied, can lead the

viewer’s eye through the picture
 Typically, the eye
should be directed
into the frame, rather
than out of it.

Composition 101
 Use foreground and background to create the

impression of depth and scale

Composition 101
 Use foreground and background to create the

impression of depth and scale
 Isolate the main
subject from the
background by
controlling the
perspective and
depth of field

Depth of Field
 D.O.F: the distance between the nearest and

farthest objects in a scene that appear
acceptably sharp
 D.O.F. is a product of
• The focal length of the lens
• Longer focal lengths -> narrower DOF (@ same aperture & distance)

• The chosen aperture of the lens
• Larger apertures -> narrower DOF (@ same focal length & distance)

• The distance from the camera to the “focus point”
• Closer focus point -> narrower DOF (@ same focal length & aperture)

Depth of Field

Greater depth of field
Focal length: 28mm (wide angle lens)
Aperture: f/8.0
Focus Distance: 5 feet

Shallower depth of field
Focal length: 90mm (portrait lens)
Aperture: f/2.8
Focus Distance: 18 inches

Exposure
 A good exposure is key to getting the final

image you want
 Exposure is controlled by lens aperture,
camera shutter-speed, ISO (“sensitivity” to
light), and exposure compensation
 In-camera light meters work to produce a
“medium” exposure – this may or may not be
optimum for the image
 A digital histogram and “blinkies” (highlight
flashing) help you get it right

Exposure: Control
Less Light
f/22

f/16

Lens Aperture
f/11

Less Light
1/2000

1/1000

f/8.0

200

1/500

-1 EV

f/2.8

1/250

1/125

400

800

1600

1/60

1/30

-1/3 EV

0

f/1.4

1/15

1/8

More Sensitive
3200

6400

Exposure Compensation
-2/3 EV

f/2.0

More Light

ISO

Less Light
-3 EV...

f/4.0

Shutter Speed

Less Sensitive
100

f/5.6

More Light

+1/3 EV

+2/3 EV

12800

...

More Light
+1 EV

...+3 EV

Exposure: Effects of
Greater DoF
f/22

f/16

Lens Aperture
f/11

f/8.0

f/5.6

Less DoF

f/4.0

f/2.8

f/2.0

f/1.4

Greatest Sharpness
Stop Action
1/2000

1/1000

Shutter Speed
1/500

1/250

More Detail & Less Noise
100

200

400

800

1/125

ISO
1600

Motion Blur

1/60

1/30

1/15

1/8

Less Detail & More Noise
3200

6400

12800

...

Exposure: Histogram
Shadows

Good exposure for an image with a
wide range of tonal values

Overexposed, or a “high-key” image

Underexposed, or a dramatic, dark,
“low-key” image

Highlights

Exposure: Options
 Program/Automatic Mode (P)
• Camera automatically selects the aperture, shutter
speed, and ISO if it is set to auto
 Aperture Priority (A, Av, etc.)
• You select the aperture and the camera automatically
selects the shutter speed (and ISO if it is set to auto)
 Shutter Priority (T, Tv, etc.)
• You select the shutter speed and the camera
automatically selects the aperture (and ISO if auto)
 Manual (M) – You select aperture & shutter speed

Exposure: A Strategy
 Set camera to review the photo on its LCD,






automatically after each shot
Set review to display histogram and/or
blinkies (highlight flashing)
Set ISO to “Auto” with upper limit as
appropriate
Set camera for either Aperture priority or
Shutter-speed priority as appropriate
Review shot: use exposure compensation if
desired, and take again

White Balance
 Light has a colour temperature ranging from







warm (eg. sunset, incandescent lights) to cool
(eg. noon in winter)
Auto white-balance guesses at colour temp
Use other available settings (eg. fluorescent)
when conditions are known
Use custom white balance with white-balance
card, grey-card, expodisc for best accuracy
White balance is more critical when shooting
jpegs instead of RAW

RAW vs. Cooked (JPEG)
 All cameras shoot RAW. Only advanced cameras






(optionally) save RAW data to a file
RAW data contains the maximum amount of
information that your camera recorded
RAW files are proprietary, and require specialized
software to read and manipulate (e.g. Adobe Camera
RAW, included in PhotoShop and Lightroom)
RAW files typically need more “finishing” than jpegs
Contrast, saturation, sharpening, white balance, etc.,
are assigned to the RAW file by the user

RAW vs. Cooked (JPEG)
 Using jpeg, in-camera settings are committed:
• Exposure, contrast, saturation, sharpness, white balance, etc.

 The file is compressed, and all other information is

discarded
 Adjusting a RAW file is “non-destructive”. Adjusting a
jpeg file (eg. contrast or white balance) changes the
information permanently when the file is re-saved.
Adjusting a RAW
file is like
applying makeup

Adjusting a JPEG
file is like
plastic surgery

RAW Dynamic Headroom
As Shot

Edited JPEG

Edited RAW

Editing Software
 Picasa (and many others)
Free or very low cost
• Basic editing (brightness, contrast, cropping, resizing, etc.)
•

 PhotoShop Elements ($80-$120)
Baby brother to Adobe Photoshop, but way cheaper
• Contains most editing tools that photographers need (including layers
and masks)
• Includes Adobe Camera RAW program
•

 Lightroom (Around $150)
•

•
•
•
•

Sophisticated photo organizer and editor
Works seamlessly with RAW files
Considered by many to be more “intuitive” than PhotoShop
Uses adjustment brushes rather than layers and masks
Lots of “presets”

